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Thirty-eight pilots participated in Tuesday’s event.

A special thank-you to members of AMA’s Flight Support Team. Our

community partners recognize that AMA onsite events bring thousands of

visitors during the flying season who spend dollars in our community. Their

generous donations help AMA continue to host the many competition events

held annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and encourages our members to

look for and support members of the Flight Support Team.
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RC Soaring: Two Meter, Day 2

A
After a great seven rounds of Two Meter

competition on the first day at the Soaring

Nats, Tuesday began with a short pilots’

briefing delivered by Tom “TK”

Kallevang at 8:30 a.m. 

Monday had developed into a real

battle between the old school Ducks of

Peter Goldsmith and Johnny Berlin and

the sophisticated new molded ships like

the Sprites of Larry Jolly and John Diniz

and the new Espaditas of Cody

Remington and Skip Miller. 

The Two Meter Duck, designed and

built by Troy Lawicki in the early 90s,

has been pretty much the standard to beat

in Two Meter contests for nearly 20 years.

According to Mike Stump, LSF president,

“You could nearly fly the Duck in NOS

(Nostalgia) contests.”

Last year’s Two Meter Nats contest

was won with a Duck flown by its

designer, Troy, and his son Adam placed

second. There have been many Two Meter

designs come and go in the last 20 years

but the Duck has lingered on, and

although other would-be replacements

like the Organic have been developed to

usurp the Duck’s reign, none have quite

managed to do so. Today might be that

day with the new Sprite and the Espadita

in the hands of skilled pilots.

Round 8 began about 9 a.m. with a

cloudless sky and only very light lift

available. TK called for 10-minute rounds

from the get go and many found that quite

a difficult task for the first round of the

day. Cody Remington started where he

left off yesterday in first place with

another max and a reasonable scoring

landing. 

Peter Goldsmith in second place with

the first of the Ducks also scored well to

retain second, and Johnny Berlin hung in

with a 1,030 to slip just one place back to

fourth. The mover was Mike

Fox who had climbed up the

leader board from 14th early on

Monday to fly a great eighth

round and start Day 2 in third

place. 

Tom Broeski, who had flown

a great seven rounds on

Monday, fell afoul of the light

air early and found himself

landing early for a score of 656,

dropping him to 11th. We were

to discover that this was to be

the order of the day as the

savage sink claimed more

victims from the leader board as

the rounds went by. Tom Scully

also moved up four places from

ninth to fill fifth place after the

first Tuesday round was done. 

Round 9 was more of the

Example of the latest technology in molded Two

Meter sailplanes. Larry Jolly’s Sprite shapes up to

Cody Remington’s Espadita.
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Mike Fox scored

consistent landings like

this with his Lazer all

day to finally become

our champion.

Demise of the Duck 
… or Not?



same with light air and some groups making their 10 minutes

while others were finding many areas of the sky contained less-

than-friendly air. Tom Skully missed his landing but the top

eight fliers matched each other’s scores to go into Round 10

with a spread of less than 300 points from first to eighth. 

An amazing statistic was evident during the contest in that the

old Duck represented more than a quarter of the entire field, and

one of them was still running a close

second. Tom Kallevang pointed out that

one of the reasons for this is the Duck has

few vices. Tom said it is a strong and

durable plane that “launches to the

moon.” Apparently Ducks are in such

demand that some have been sold “used”

for as much as $1,000. 

It was in Round 10 that we saw the

Ducks of Phil Gieseking and Don Harris

connect in mid-air in a loving and

unbreakable embrace and resulting in a

long slow spinning waltz from about 300

feet to terra firma. 

Round 10 also saw the demise (at least

temporarily) of Johnny Berlin as he found

sink where he thought there would be lift

and scored an uncharacteristic 589 to

drop him to 11th. This advanced Larry

Jolly back up to fourth with no change to

the other top five. 

By now the day had warmed up and

lift was becoming more abundant, but

fliers found some scary sink in between.

Rounds 11 and 12 delivered similar

conditions and the top pilots all found

their 10 minutes and safely made scoring

landings to keep their position on the

score sheet intact. 

By the 12th round only one position had

changed and that was Skip Miller moving into

fifth at the expense of Tom Skully who had an

intimate experience with Muncie sink to post a

390 and drop him out to 12th place.

The contest seemed like it was a forgone

conclusion with Cody Remington finally

terminating the reign of the old Duck with a brand

new moldie, but Round 13 brought some drama nobody

expected. 

Cody was getting dangerously low 5:30 into his flight and

had decided to set up for an early landing when he found a great

bubble on the way in. He began to circle tight and drift quickly

back downwind. Cody decided to “walk the dog” and began

Phil Gieseking’s Duck finished one flight locked in an embrace with another Two

Meter saliplane after a midair.

Tom Broeski wiggles the sticks as he steers his Mantis into lift while Jim Deck times his flight.
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It was in Round 10
that we saw the Ducks of
Phil Gieseking and Don

Harris connect in mid-air
in a loving and

unbreakable embrace
and resulting in a long

slow spinning waltz from
about 300 feet to terra

firma. 
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until tabulation is confirmed.
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following his Espadita to maintain the most accurate

and precision control in such a low thermal. This was

very reminiscent of some DLG hand launch flying

where it is common to see pilots chase their aircraft to

stay close. 

Cody did a great job for an extra couple of minutes

but the bubble was breaking up and finally Cody found

himself a long way out with not enough height to get

back. It was a do-or-die effort and this time it wasn’t to

be, with an out landing producing the first blemish on

Cody’s contest with a zero flight score.

Meanwhile the reshuffle at the top saw Peter

Goldsmith, aka Mr. Consistency, moving his Duck into

first place with another max and a 73 landing. Mike

Fox, flying his nine-year-old Lazer, had now made it all

the way to second, and Larry Jolly brought his Sprite

into third place. Skip Miller was into fourth, and Luis

Bustamante flying an Organic made it into fifth

position. 

The expectation was

that the contest

would be

complete at

14 rounds

but the CD announced that a record Round 15 would be flown. That would be one

more round than any Two Meter contest at previous Nats. 

Round 14 was a display of precision flying from the top pilots with all getting

their maxes and good landings. This set the scene for a showdown in the final

round of the contest with a spread of just 317 points from first to fifth after 14

rounds. 

The upsets were not over and the final round saw Peter Goldsmith become the

final victim of the treacherous sink that claimed many sailplanes. Peter had

moved to the right after launch, only to find sink and was unable to “hook up”

Larry Jolly pedals the

winch as he prepares

to launch Peter

Goldsmith’s Duck .

Tom Skully shows off his beautifully prepared Ruby.
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in the lift that the rest

of his flight group

were maxing out in. 

Peter found his

Duck dangerously

low and was forced to

land early for a 563

score. The Ducks’

reign was over (for

now) and a new

champion was created

with Mike Fox taking

his old Lazer into the

top position at the

business end of the

contest. 

Larry Jolly flying his

Sprite filled second

position and Luis

Bustamante steered his

Organic home to third

place. Skip Miller and his

Espadita held down fourth

with a very solid contest.

Peter’s early landing dropped

the Duck to fifth. 

CD Tom Kallevang concluded

a great contest by distributing the

wood to winners. Trophies were

provided to eighth place with Jim Thomas

and his Sprite taking the final award. John Diniz

flew a great contest with his Sprite to finish in seventh and Johnny Berlin flew

another old Duck into sixth. 

An enormously successful day was had with just the sort of trying flying conditions a National Championships deserved.

Congratulations to the hard-working team that made the contest such a great success. 

—Gordon Buckland

Above: John Diniz flew a great

contest to finish in seventh place

and receives the spoils from TK.

Below: Larry Jolly receives the

second-place trophy after 15

rounds of solid piloting.

Right: Mike Fox receives the wood

from Tom Kallevang as champion

Two Meter pilot of the 2009 Nats.

Above: Luis Bustamante guided

his Organic to a great third-place

with consistent maxes and

landings for two days straight.

Below: NatsNews author Gordon

Buckland and his son.


